Dear County family,

Over the past several weeks, Miami-Dade has experienced an alarming spike in COVID cases driven by the spread of the Delta variant – threatening the health of our community and our economic recovery. With the positivity rate now over 11% and hospitalizations increasing, taking immediate action to slow the spread is critical.

As part of our ongoing effort to protect lives and livelihoods, I have reinstated certain safety measures including requiring masks at all indoor County facilities for employees and for visitors. This step is in keeping with new CDC guidance that even vaccinated people should wear masks in indoor settings in high-transmission areas to maximize protection from the Delta variant.

Of course, the single best measure any of us can take to protect ourselves and our loved ones is to get vaccinated, and we strongly encourage all employees to get vaccinated as soon as possible if you haven’t already.

As we work to protect residents and employees, we are seeking updated information from the employee community about vaccine adoption. Please take our short survey by Sunday, August 1 – it's voluntary and anonymous.

Thank you for this important feedback and for all your work to serve and protect our community.

With gratitude,
Mayor Daniella

Follow this link to the Survey:
Take the Survey

Or copy and paste the URL below into your internet browser:
https://feedback.miamidade.gov/jfe/form/SV_022IEngJjL115GK?Q_DL=TMP9YoCKNOdRdH4_022IEngJjL115GK_CGC_9ZSj8OFE1BIuai1&Q_CHL=email
Follow the link to opt out of future emails:
Click here to unsubscribe